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• Lisa Anderson-Kellett, DWCC Chair-Consultant, British Columbia
• Jeffrey Beatty, DWCC Technical Consultant, Ontario
• Nicole Marsh, DWCC Secretary-Consultant, Newfoundland

The Deaf Wireless Canada Consultative Committee (DWCC) is an ad-hoc committee
and is a group of Deaf, Hard of hearing and DeafBlind consultants, analysts, and
committee volunteers across Canada.
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Introduction



Business Matters
CAV Disclaimer

Lisa Anderson-Kellett is participating in this hearing in her role as Chair of the Deaf Wireless Canada 
Consultative Committee (DWCC), and not as a Director of the Canadian Administrator of VRS (CAV, Inc.).

All information contained in this submission in Lisa’s role as Chair-Analyst of the DWCC and not in the 
capacity as a Director of the CAV.

No confidential or proprietary information of CAV was used in the preparation of this or all preceding or 
subsequent submissions. 

Any VRS-related comments or queries, if any, will be deferred to other committee members.

Deaf Wireless Survey Report Acceptance
We would like to request permission to have Deaf Wireless Survey Analysis report placed on the 

public record for this proceeding. 
This is a report we completed for the TNC 2015-134 in April 2016, and applies today. Would you 

accept this to be placed on the public record of this proceeding?

December 21, 2016 Decision
The Deaf Wireless Canada Committee is pleased with CRTC’s policy analysis, determinations and 

decisions where the CRTC has directed the WSPs to meet objectives set forth in TRP 2016-496, released on 
December 21st, 2016. 

We look forward to meeting with the WSPs and consulting on these wireless packages in the coming 
months, and what it will bring for DHHDB Canadians: easy-to-find and fair data plans for our visual 
communications.
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A Review of the Wireless Code
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• We are here because we wanted to ensure DHHDB people are
represented in the Wireless Code and our group didn’t exist 3 years
ago

• The Phase 1 public comment period from September 13-26, 2016
was not accessible and ASL & LSQ videos were not provided to
include DHHDB members of the public

• ASL & LSQ videos were not made available for Phase 2
this week, after several requests in previous submissions.
DWCC created videos and released on February 8, 2017

• Our statistics come from the Deaf Wireless Survey completed April 2016:
http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Deaf-Wireless-Canada-Survey-Analysis-2016-REV02-APRIL-19-2016.pdf



Culturally Deaf people who have a strong identity with sign language, either ASL or 
LSQ, do not consider themselves disabled, until we face systematic barriers 

“Hearing disability” is currently used in the Wireless Code, and should be adjusted 
in favour of “Deaf and Hard of Hearing”

Deaf vs. Disabled 
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"I feel like I’m not disabled 
but the system makes me feel disabled..."

~ Nyle DiMarco, winner of America's Next Top Model
and Dancing with Stars

Source: Onwardstate.com 28 January 2017



Incidental Learning 

"As much as 90% percent of what a hearing individual learns is from overhearing 
conversations, with only ten percent from direct instruction." - Hands & Voices 
(http://www.handsandvoices.org/pdf/mainst_cal.pdf)

What was happening on your way into the hearing this morning? How did
you know? From half focusing on the radio while driving, or by
overhearing conversations in the halls or on public transportation?
Deaf people don’t have that.

We don’t learn anything by overhearing others. Without someone
explaining what the terms of the Wireless Code and WSP contracts
mean, deaf people will not understand the information in front of them.
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DHHDB Wireless Survey

• 77% responded that Rogers, Bell, and Telus are their 
Wireless Service Providers (WSP)

• 68% of the respondents are currently in 1 or 2 year contracts

• 20% have unlocked phones

• 53% of the survey respondents went over the data plan limit 
This breaks down to:

• 36% said they go over and pay for more data
• 17% said they go over and wait until the beginning of the 

month

• 54% of survey respondents have data plans between 2-6 GB
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Source: http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Deaf-
Wireless-Canada-Survey-Analysis-2016-REV02-APRIL-19-2016.pdf



Trial Period

• 30 day trial period

• 4GB of data minimum, for DHHDB to test if 4GB is
enough for their use without concern of data overage
due to video communication needs
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• Wireless Code Item #55 - Alternative format

• We are not requesting that the WSPs provide full ASL 
and LSQ videos for each and every wireless contract

• There are common terminologies in all contracts. 
We recommend to select most frequently used 
terms, and translate into ASL and LSQ as a form of 
"alternative format”

Contract Vocabulary
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Example Terminology
• Pre-paid
• Post-paid
• Data plan
• 3G
• LTE
• Text
• Contract
• Voice calls
• Wireless
• Wifi
• Data overage
• Unlocking device
• CCTS
• CRTC

Other suggested terms can be found on our website at:
http://www.deafwireless.ca/index.php/terminology/
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Video



• Wireless Code E: Promotion of the Wireless Code needs
to have additional focus, from other groups this week,
many seem unaware of the Wireless Code

• For promotion of the Wireless Code, we ask for the
Wireless Code, Simplified and for the Critical
Information Summary to be recreated through ASL and
LSQ videos

Wireless Code in ASL & LSQ
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• Deaf Community - 260 distributors on our email list
• ASL & LSQ Videos & Playlists as seen below  

Improve Dissemination 
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Visual aids
ASL, LSQ
Captions

Voiceovers
Dark background

Playlists



• CRTC - Wireless Code - Simplified

• CCTS - Make steps on how to contact CCTS and the
steps for resolution - visual and clear

• DWCC & WSP Collaboration: Contract Terminology
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ASL & LSQ Videos -
Who Should Do What?



We need WSP input for appropriate wireless contract vocabulary 
before we create ASL and LSQ videos

Budget for such a project is approximately $20,000; with upkeep 
starting as low as $5,000 a year for updates or announcements

Note: This budget would be "peanuts" for multi-million dollar wireless service companies.
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Challenges



• Great idea - centralized place (www.wirelessaccessibility.ca) for wireless 
videos for contract vocabulary, however...

• CWTA is inactive:
• Wireless Accessibility Committee, according to various 

accessibility groups, has not met for 3 years
• Generally, we have not been contacted or invited to 

discuss issues with CWTA
• After hitting walls, we are back to square one and 

feeling uncertain of the next step

Issue - CWTA
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• Many DHHDB individuals unaware of CCTS being 
the next step towards resolution

• Contacted for website consultation to ensure 
inclusivity of DHHDB customers in CCTS processes 

• The last contact occurred in November 2016, with a 
request to join an accessibility consultation 
meeting… no word since, as our contact person no 
longer works with CCTS

Issue - CCTS
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• WSPs pool funds in a fund, perhaps much like the 
Broadcasting Accessibility Fund (BAF), which would 
be a Telecommunications Accessibility Fund (TAF) to 
support groups such as the DWCC to undertake such 
projects

Recommendation
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We are here, we are open, we are willing, we want to work together 
and collaborate yet we are without resources, and funds…

No Reinforcement
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CRTC’s website shows that there hasn’t been an Accessibility 
Issues Working Group Meeting since 2006

The first deaf school in Canada was established in the year 
1870, and now Canada is 150 years old and we are still 

struggling with the age-old inaccessibility issues

This is 2017
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www.facebook.com/deafwirelesscan

@DeafWirelessCAN

www.deafwireless.ca

Connect with Us


